Appendix E: Possible Final Configuration Option from SH 71 to US 183
RM 620
SECTIONS 1, 2 AND 3

SECTION 1 LIMITS: FROM AUSTIN CITY LIMIT TO US 183
SECTION 2 LIMITS: FROM RM 2222 TO AUSTIN CITY LIMIT

Legend:
- LIMITS ACCESS MEDIAN OPENING
- MEDIAN ACCESS OPENING
- POTENTIAL FUTURE MEDIAN
- LIMITS ACCESS MEDIAN CONNECTING
- MEDIAN CONNECTING
- LIMITS ACCESS MEDIAN CONSTRUCT
- MEDIAN CONSTRUCT

RM 620
SECTIONS 4, 5 AND 6

SECTION 4 LIMITS: FROM LAKeway CITY LIMIT TO COLORADO RIVER BRIDGE
SECTION 5 LIMITS: FROM LAKeway/BEe CAVE CITY LIMIT TO LAKeway CITY LIMIT